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About This Game

Your main objective is to help Polandball here! Break through Earth's atmosphere and reach for the Moon to prove other
countryballs once and for all they were wrong and conquer the final frontier!
This is not going to be an easy task as you have a huge target on your back!
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Crazy Features - KURWA!!!

 Upgrade Polandball's Rocket
  Build a strategy on how you will conquer the space! You have to choose between 56 items

 33 perks to enhance your rocket
  Choose wisely before you spend your money

 Bad language
  Lots of Kurwas and lots of deaths

 Rare Memes
  They are rare but you will found them...eventually

 25 countryballs enemies with different behavior and AI
  Learn about each country. Learn their behavior. Learn how to avoid them.

 Create your own countryballs.
  This will affect your game strategy

  Collect coins, fuel, burgers and magnets
  You will do anything to survive in space!

 Amazing End Movie for fans who finish the game
  For die hard fans
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Title: Polandball: Can into Space!
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Alien Pixel Studios
Publisher:
Alien Pixel Studios
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.00 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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achievements. polandball can into space download

Awesome game if you like fighting in the WW2 era. Its not overly complicated, yet its very competitive for you and your
friends. Definately my current favorite strategy game of all time. If you like Risk and\/or Axis and Allies you would like this.
Always looking for more people who enjoy the game to play with.. quot;C" Free experience so it's a question of value for time.
Short easy and interesting, my main issue was with stability. I had to play it twice due to bugs stealing my right arm and
paralysing my left. By the time the game had loaded the second time I figured out the entire story while I waited. This is
borderline recommended only because worse case scenario it will steal about as much of your life as a tv commercial break.. An
absolute blast in local multiplayer!. Its a great game full of hidden spell combos and weird builds. Its a great game for two
friends to coop in.. I'm afraid I cannot reccommend this as there is very little to it, hand position and object grabbing are all
wrong, at least with the vive wands.
Also, performance problems. My 1070 was the bottleneck and had immense trouble running it, yielding frame times in excess
of 20ms.
The game itself is okay for such a low price, but nothing great either.. Most "puzzles" are very cheap. Hidden walls everywhere
which may contain killer spikes, and warps that you cant tell where they'll warp you until you try it. It would be better if the
puzzles were about planning and thinking and figuring things out, but too many of them are down to trial and error and chance..
Do not buy this game! It doesn't work! It's rip off, there is no patch or anything and there won't be probably. So if you have win
7 and above, you can't play it. It's looks like a great point & click game, but...

*This is what I found and it worked, but without cutscenes etc. However, for me it didn't worked fully.

from Momo1991:
1) Navigate to Program Filesx86
2) Select "Steam" folder
3) Select "SteamApps" folder
4) Select "Common" folder
5) Select "A Vampyre Story" folder
6) Select "Game" folder
7) Scroll down to "Main"
8) Right click "Main"
9) On the Compatibility tab - click "Run this program in compatibility mode for:" and select "Windows XP (ServicePack 3)"
from the drop-down
10) Also under Settings: check "Disable display scaling oh high DPI settings"
11) Also under Privilege Level: check "Run this program as administrator"
12) Click the "Apply" button and close the pop-up
13) Back in the "Game" folder, locate the file named " libpandadx9.dll "- click the file name and add a 2 - libpandadx9.dll2
14) Click "Main" and start the game
15) Set Anti-Aliasing to zero
16) Exit game, go back to the Game folder, remove the "2" from libpandadx9.dll2 so that it reads libpandadx.dll (ignore the pop-
up warning)
17) Click "Main" again and the game will run perfectly with all the cutscenes. Should you buy it?
+ great sound track
+ pretty pictures
+ some more
+ support game

Done.. I just jumped in and bought this based on the video and screen shots in the store. I like sureal explorey type games. I'm
not that far into it really but all I have from it so far is frustration. Firsly the intro is too long and cannot be skipped. I have had
to restart several times so generally go and make a brew while I'm waiting. When I get into it it always crashes more or less on
the first action I do, watch the intro again, or make another brew. I now have omitted the first action and can progress. The
graphics are very floaty and seem to have some lag, this isn't comfortable at all, sort of detaches me from the game somehow,
maybe it's intentional but I don't like it. Then there are areas with almost all white floors, walls etc. Then bits that just shake. It's
almost like Tracy Emin (or whatever her name is) has brought her 'unmade bed' and is trying to convince us it's art.
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 It needs to have keybinding so I can change the defaults. It needs a save, no idea when it does and even though I've progressed a
bit I don't think I can be bothered starting it up again. Might leave it for now, I'm full of tea. Recommend? neither yes or no
really, some might like it, but in its present form, and since steam insists I choose an option, no.. After purchase, this does NOT
show up as DLC for Fantasy Grounds. The money definately came out of my account but no product delivered.
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I wondered why this "game" is on the cheap side now I know. It isn't even worth the asking price I would say this should be free
or maybe £2. It isn't a game so don't expect to do anything execept open ONE gate and jump over about 6 rocks but THATS IT.
The rest is walking and you get to choose I think 2 paths to follow. The voiceover is one of the WORST I have EVER heard
there is no other voice you will hear just the one irritating girl throughout. I completed the "game" so know what I am talking
about. I hate being critical too.. This game plays like many of the older TBS games, like Alpha Centauri, and its ilk. It has a vast
tree of technology that progresses pretty intuitively, but the controls and gameplay itself is rather hard to master.

Once you figure out the basics and get an understanding of how the game progresses and works, It becomes easier to work
through the game.

It essentially centers around colonizing planets that then become their own centers of production. Each planet has a "quality
rating" that determines its potential for use. Lower quality planets will end up being burdens on your empire, while high quality
planets will be the center for constructing your fleets and providing income.

Planets have a "resource" called population that is not so much usable, but must be managed to keep the empire from falling
apart. Higher populations require more management to keep happy, but come in handy to protect planets from capture.

One you figure out that you can research higher levels of buildings for your colonies, the game becomes significantly easier to
manage the lower quality planets, and to capitalize off of the higher quality planets.

The game generally culminates in a match to invade and bombard each others planets, with the option to completely destroy the
planet (by reducing it's Quality rating), or by reducing the planet's population to zero. You have three invasion options: Bombard
(which has a high chance of lowering quality), Invade {which has a low chance of lowering quality), and Scout {Which may not
always lower population, but never reduces quality!). Systems recover 1 population per turn, so to actually capture a system, you
have to really have a big fleet.

The game is clever and addictive, and overall I suggest it to any fans of the old Sid Meyer's stuff.. Def the most liquidy sculpting
tool yet - pretty amazing

as its new def not alot of features

for me some issues
I cannot figure out how to reload the saved scene ??? what boggles me with alot of vr apps is a simple panel with instructions
would save so much irritation and aggrivation - why do you want your users to struggle - put up instructions in all areas that you
can toggle off please - I use so many warez all day long and to think I'm gonna remember what yours does all the time is silly -
so that means everytime i open it i gotta figure out how yours is different from theres and thats just a waste of my time when a
simple instruction panel relays all the pertinent info in a sec.

the fact you have to select each model before you can effect it is a little annoying what is really annoying is that the delete key is
right under the selection mode so if you select the model and jerk your hand you can accidently delete a model which you
cannot undo - I've done this to many times already very annoying - don''t put the delete buton where you can accidently hit it
ever

you have to export each individual mesh seperatly ?????? please add export all -

and for me ( i know you don't have many yet but its kinda chunky trying to get the panels open right now)
all tools should be open at same time - no searching for a tool - floating menus
- i hate searching for a brush or a tool - it takes u out of the
creative process - everything should be gettable in one click so i
never have to think about the software and i stay in the art
tilt brush is just so ridiculous to me that you have constantly seach for the brush you want by spinning the controller
masterpiece is way better in that respect

the model density is pretty high - not using this in a game engine without serious decimation
definatly looking forward to more development and using this tool for creationss
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. I'd like to say beforehand that I do think the game has potential, yet Barter Empire has several major flaws that impact game
enjoyment quite negatively.

Firstly, the story starts off rather generically: you are a girl dropped off by blue people, recued by an old man and his dog and
awake to find you've lost your memories. He sends you off to a nearby town to meet up with Maxie and the pooch comes along
to help. Lets skip the rest of the story for now.

Along the way you'll run into several characters with a ! mark over their heads, these generally have something to say that is
relevant to main- or subquests, or to one of the various 'foraging and crafting' spots. The latter essentially boils down to getting a
tool, going to a spot and then pressing a button that will let a little script run its course to determine if you get goodies or not.

There are many scripts in the game and some of them might be considered the good points of it. Sadly there is a lot more in
terms of bad points: character portraits vary between (bizarre) GCH made portraits and handdrawn ones in a different style that
9\/10 times do not match the sprite they nominally represent. Generic RM graphics are mixed with some selfcrafted ones on
small maps, titanic enemy sprites are effortlessly slain by tiny character sprites and so on.

Worse though are the graphic mistakes concerning event sprites, if you activate a chest, button, sparkle or whatever there's a
chance it will morph into a different part of the spriteset from which it came. Music is a bit bland, and drowned out almost by
the looping sound-effects. And dialogue... For crying out loud, what dialogue is in the game is not just corny enough to provide
popcorn for three movie theaters for a year, but contains so many typo's and grammar mistakes its painful to watch.

In conclusion, do not buy this game unless its discounted heavily. It has some potential, but the current build (from 2013!) is so
unpolished as to be a concept rather than a pre-alpha release and should not have been released on Steam as such.. It's like a
roguelite version of Final Fantasy Mystic Quest! It's probably the easiest roguelite I'd ever played for distinctly Mystic Quest-ish
reasons. Stationary enemies that never attack first, extremely forgiving permanent progression and loot mechanics and very
generous loot quality. But very much like Mystic Quest, it's still a very satisfying game thanks in large part to its presentation
and energy. It has distinctive 16-bit style graphics and excellent sound and music design. Everything you do feels visceral and
satisfying thanks to the sound design and the music is sweeping and orchestral/epic. It's very very easy -- almost too easy -- to
anyone familiar with rogue genre games. But it's still fun and satisfying feeling. That you make rapid progress compared to most
roguelites also makes it a nice game for newbies to the genre. But even as a veteran, I really appreciate its sense of style and
simplicity.. I'd like to enjoy the game but there are way too many game breaking features

-Desync is still an issue
-It's impossible to track players while you're indoors as the slightest obstacle will cause your character to flip their weapon up
obscuring you view
-For a game that prides itself in gun fights, I've never experienced a clunkier game. Even non-AAA game companies can get
smooth gun play right like TripWire in the RO2 and RS2 series
-Many of the maps such as Vikendi are still unoptimized and if you are in a car you run the risk of your game crashing
-Speaking of unoptimization, If you land with a lot of other people you may skip over weapons as they don't spawn yet and you
will be killed
-Stun grenades can go off in the floor below you and you will somehow be blinded this I know from personal experience
-Cars in the game handle like rickety boats, the slightest divot in the road will give you the real risk of flipping the car.
-Hacking is still prevalent in game

This game has a ton of potential but with all the issues above it is pretty difficult to enjoy the game. Out of the 20 or so games
you play, you will only get one game where you don't die from some BS reason as stated above and it is just plain not fun.
. Really cool and really neat concept. I think it would be nice if the app didn't bug out so much. Boyfriend played as one color
and got changed three times during one game. One reviewer did mention the difficulty in pointing out player dots. I think that
could use some work as well. Either way, I'm really digging what this is so far and I hope you all do more with it!

aMAZE Easter in Steam Store!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1048080/aMAZE_Easter/
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New thematic aMAZE - Game will be available soon)

.
[End] New & Ongoing Event (Mar 22 - Apr 4, Pacific Time):
New & ongoing events for you. Check out this post to learn more!

Events (Pacific Time). Update #1 is Roaming the Lands:
Hey there again fellow Barbarians!

We've been closely listening to your feedback and requests, and we're happy to announce that Update #1 is now available.

This update addresses some of the reported issues with the game, whilst adding some new requested options. Additionally it also
adds a new Chinese language option, so that a new community of players can now enjoy Brog's insightful commentary on the
merrits of battle and barbarian life.

Here's a full list of changes included in this update:
- Option to change your language
- Option to change the volume
- Chinese localisation
- Multiplayer bug fixes
- Bug fixes
- Small design tweaks

We have plans to continue to support the game well past launch, and we'll be sharing more information about these plans soon.

In the meantime, we sincerely hope that everyone continues to enjoy their time conquering and pillaging!. Introducing Chisa
from Adventure of a Lifetime:
With Adventure of a Lifetime releasing on Steam on April 26th, we wanted to introduce the characters to you!

Today we will be meeting Chisa!
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Chisa. Last Resort Island - TofuCalypse | Coming out June 28:

As a castaway you strand on a remote island. Sounds like a romantic adventure in perfect loneliness - but not in this game! After
all, that island is literally the last resort of the fleeing masses.

Build your settlement, solve all side quest, strategy is your key, win the Solitaire championship, defeat the flocks of
mindless zombies with unique fight mechanics, eat less tofu, 100% glutenfree!

Grab our game with 30% discount or put it on your wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/820910/Last_Resort_Island/

Features:

 Fun story full of whacky slapstick humour

 Unique fight mechanics

 Hunt for exiting and creative achievements

 Create your own survival paradise

 Different types of mindless zombies

 96 hand-made levels full of intriguing gameplay

 Build a resort for the islanders: town hall, sugar factory, candy manufacture etc.

 Face challenging side quests

 Master many different adventures

 Win the Solitaire championship

 Use Power Stones and Power Cards

 >Like< our new steam publisher page and get some hot underwear pictures from the devs :D 
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